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I

Delivering profitable environmental solutions

n 2003, Terry Moffatt agreed to act as a
mentor and business partner to help his
good friend Tim Hearn turn Tim’s product

concept into a business. Terry, a serial entrepreneur, had success with his first entrepreneurial
venture, PROMORE Engineering Inc., which he
sold in 2000. Terry was just starting two other
ventures, Wireline Works and Galleon Well Ser-

vironment’ was becoming a buzz-word at the time
and using the SER would reduce gas emissions
from these gas powered devices by 80 to 90%. As
gas was approaching $4 per thousand standard
cubic foot the SER represented a real business
opportunity in the market.
The value proposition the company started
with in 2003, has not changed to this day. Indus-

vicing, but felt he had the time to help out. Tim
had his own business, Arico Instruments (Arico),
at the time.
| 2003 |
Tim’s original idea that he wanted to build the
company around, was for an emission reducer to
be used with existing pneumatic controllers. The
product was called the Sirius Emission Reducer
(SER), and the business operated within, Tim’s

Environmental solutions
were seen as a higher
cost option; Sirius wanted to
change that paradigm.
company, Arico. The standard industry practice
at the time was to use pressurized natural gas to
power control devices; the spent low pressure gas
was then released directly into the atmosphere.
Gas had been inexpensive and oil and gas companies had never registered it as an expense. ‘En-

Terry Moffatt, President of Sirius Instrumention
& Controls

try giants such as Shell and Petro Canada were
beginning to talk about the environment as being
central to their business decision making process. However, at the time environmental solu-
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tions were seen as a higher cost option. Sirius wanted to
change that paradigm which was reflected in their slogan
– “Profitable Environmental Solutions.” Their solutions
would have a demonstrable economic payback for customers – they would provide value.
The company raised capital to design and test the SER.
They incorporated Sirius Instrumentation & Controls Inc.
(Sirius) and officially kicked off the business. With assistance from CETAC-WEST, Sirius was able to undertake
an audited field trial study that gave the product credibility in the market. The report clearly showed that the
SER was a valuable technology that demonstrated an
environmental improvement in oil and gas operations.
Terry was able to open doors for Tim at large oil and gas
companies, who wanted to be seen as environmental

applications, Kirby, Terry and Tim devised a product that
would solve many of the issues with the current technologies. The initial Sirius pump required a low source of
power to work well in northern climates, was made with
materials compatible with oil and gas applications, and
was CSA approved to meet the safety standards required
to operate in classified areas where the pumps needed
to be located.

stewards in the industry. Terry’s contacts and the independent report generated sales for the company.
| 2005 |
In 2005, sales from the SER were beginning to flatline and
Tim saw an opportunity for the company to manufacture chemical injection pumps powered by solar panels.
These would replace the traditional pneumatic pumps,

Chemical injection pumps powered by solar panels were
designed to replace the traditional pneumatic pumps.

which vented relatively large amounts of methane.
The solar pumps could be used in remote areas. Terry
called on Kirby Jabusch, who was his Vice President at

| 2007 |

Kirby, Terry and Tim devised
a product that would solve many of the
issues with the current technology.
PROMORE and also a shareholder of Sirius, to assist in
designing a better solar pump. At the time, solar pump
technology was in its infancy and products available on
the market struggled to perform well. The largest solar
pump manufacturer at the time was a US company that
primarily sold their product to ranchers. Sirius saw an
opportunity to build a pump made for oil and gas applications. Having a strong understanding of oil and gas

Terry sold his second company, Wireline Works, in 2007
and agreed to take a more active role at Sirius. By this
time sales of the SER had been stagnant for two years.
Sales of the solar injection pumps were beginning to increase but slower than what Terry would have liked. The
first model of the Sirius pump was completely manufactured in house, but over time many of the parts had been
sub-contracted out to third parties. At that time, they
were using an off the shelf controller manufactured by
another company. Kirby Jabusch joined the company full
time as Engineering Manager to further Sirius’s product
development. Sales continued to climb, and the company’s resources were further stretched when they took
on exclusive representation of a line of instrumentation
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manufactured by an American company for Western
Canada. These products were similar to those produced
by Arico.
Sirius bought Arico (Tim’s company) in order to streamline business decisions and to get the company focussed
on building the Sirius brand and product development.
The company began to take business planning and forecasting more seriously. This has become an important
part of the company’s strategy and is now an integral
part of the corporate culture. They started to change
the culture of the company from an operations oriented
company to a sales driven organization.

letting some people go or everyone taking a 20% pay cut.
The team decided to take the wage roll back and keep
everyone working. They were able to pay back the lost
wages within a year and at the same time re-adjusted
salaries. They also used the time to move to a new facility. As business was slow, moving at this time mitigated
any business interruption.
In 2010, Sirius was named BP’s preferred supplier of
chemical injection pumps for solar applications. Tim
and Terry felt this would help them move the company
forward quickly. Instead, BP’s Macondo Gulf of Mexico
disaster occurred weeks afterward and resulted in BP
selling off all their Canadian assets. Sirius continued to
move forward and hired Mike Smith, a seasoned sales
person to increase sales and help build a sales team.
| 2011 |
In 2011, Terry recognized that he and Tim had significant
business differences. Maintaining his friendship with
Tim was paramount. He approached Tim and asked him
who he would like to see run the company himself or
Terry. Tim choose Terry. Sales were beginning to recover
and would double in 2011. With Kirby’s assistance, Sirius

Sirius introduced an AC version
of their pump and added custom
remote Solar Power packages to power
equipment where there is no grid
power available.

Solar powered chemical injection pump at a pump jack site.

| 2008 |
In 2008, Sirius first tried to market their pump through an
exclusive distribution agreement with a Canadian company. The agreement started out strong but ended in a
law suit when the distribution company failed to honour
their purchase order after hearing that a major pump
manufacturer was entering the solar chemical pump
space. The law suit went well for Sirius but delayed their
sales efforts by one year.

introduced an AC version of their pump. This was a next

| 2009 |

many oil and gas, and instrumentation companies prefer

In 2009, Terry started his fifth company but was spending
20% of his time on Sirius. The company felt the recession
in 2009; they lost 30% of their revenue. Terry responded
to the downturn by asking the team if they preferred

generation chemical pump that had many advantages
including chemical universality, and was extremely
simple to work on. This opened up applications where a
power source already exists. An AC pump also helped, as
to purchase both solar and AC pumps from one manufacturer. Mike Smith, promoted to Sales Manager, helped
to drive the customer oriented culture and continued to
build the sales team.
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In 2011, Sirius also added custom remote Solar Power

manual adjustments, and provided a plethora of options
for control. Adding their own controller helped boost
product sales by 400% in 3 years. In 2013 and 2014, the
company experienced high annual growth rates and had
five consecutive quarters where each quarter doubled
the previous quarter.

packages to power equipment where there is no grid
power available. This was traditionally performed using
diesel generators or thermo electric generators, which
each emit greenhouse gases.
| 2012 |

| 2014 |

Terry introduced the concept of LEAN manufacturing
around this time. He had exposure to the concept previously and felt it would help the company. To become
LEAN the entire company needs to embrace the concept
on all levels to implement it effectively. However, Terry
was not full time and changing a business culture is difficult without a full-time champion.

In 2014, The company decided to focus all sales activities on products that fit their slogan, “Profitable Environmental Solutions”. They discontinued all legacy products
originally manufactured by Arico and dropped their representatives’ agreement with the American company. By
removing these lower margin products from the product
mix, they allowed the sales team to focus their efforts on

Sirius continued to use a third party controller for its

and increase sales of their core products.

solar chemical injection pumps, but was running into

Part of this growth was a result of Terry’s and Mike’s

limitations as customers’ applications became more
diverse. In 2012, with funding from the National Research
Council - Industrial Research Assistance Program (NRC-

efforts to get the sales team behind the idea of selling
their products on value and not on price. All of the company’s products fit the slogan “profitable environmental

IRAP) Sirius developed their own controller, the STAR

solutions” that offer customers a payback over time. This
was a significant change in the company culture and how
the company did business. It also prepared them for
entry into the international market. Terry feels that selling on value allowed the company to become a “trusted
advisor” to their customers and brings value to both
companies.
Increased sales put tremendous pressure on the
production capabilities of the company’s manufacturing
facility. After adding floor space and inventory to address
the pressure, Sirius implemented LEAN manufacturing
processes with Doug Lesieur as Lean Champion. These
efforts resulted in a 27% increase in production throughput, while reducing man-hours by 30% in less than 70%
of the floor space. All the staff embraced the concept and

The company designed and started manufacturing the STAR
Controller for solar-powered chemical injection pumps.

were key in implementing the necessary changes.
| 2015 |

Controller, for the solar chemical pump. This controller
differentiated the company’s product from anything on
the market. It auto calibrated the pump without requiring

Switching to LEAN manufacturing has helped the company survive the 2015 downturn in the industry. The
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company also expanded their international sales team
to respond to opportunities in the US, Middle East, South
America and Asia. Traditionally sales have been 90% from
Canada. This year, Terry expects that Canada will only
represent 45% of sales.
The industry downturn has forced Sirius to cut all unnecessary spending and they reduced wages again by
20% across the board. But the company was and is winning international contracts and with LEAN manufacturing processes in place, they have room in their margins
to aggressively pursue opportunities. It is expected the
wage cuts will be reimbursed by year end, due to better
than expected revenues and profitability.
The company business plan and strong forecasting
systems allow management to maintain an even keel. If
the plan or the forecast is not being met they can quickly
identify why, and address any areas where they need to
make changes.

| The

Future |

The 2015 industry downturn is difficult on all companies
involved in the oil and gas industry. Terry is positioning
the company through LEAN initiatives, continued research and an international sales force to take advantage
of opportunities when the industry rebounds.
They have also invested in an AC Controller, the Gemini
Controller, which is expected to have the same impact
in the industry as the solar controller, the STAR. In spite
of the downturn, Sirius added to its Engineering department and has several new developments on the horizon.
The company plans to file three new patents to protect
the newest technologies that it plans to release in 2016
and 2017. Terry is increasingly stepping away from the day
to day operating decisions and is primarily involved in
the business planning and critical decisions. He is setting
the company up to operate without his involvement.

The Sirius Team
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The generous and
timely support by the
National Research Council –
Industrial Research
Assistance Program
has been a significant contribution

to the company’s growth.
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